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TITLE: ‘NewsCor! News’.

TYPE: SKETCH SHOW.

DURATION: 6 (x10/x20/x30) mins.

SYNOPSIS:
 

‘NewsCor! News’:

An earlier Comedy-Drama Tease: 'NewsCor!' sets the scene for 
6 x (x10/x20/x30) minute rapid fire episodes of 'NewsCor! 
News':

A new six part Sketch-Show written by Anvil Springstien with 
additional material by Paul Tomic.

A possible near future: 

The continued convergence of Television and Internet, and the 
break-up of BskyB, provides Corner-Shop Mogul Sanjit Kapur 
with both opportunity and ability to move into broadcasting 
following hot on the success of his salacious corner-shop 
news-and-coupon-sheet 'NewsCor! News'.

Utilising the flat above one of his 249 Corner Shops as a 
studio - and broadcasting wirelessly from each of his 
nationwide shops - 'NewsCor! News' finds itself with a 
potential Sunday evening audience of 8 million, and rapidly 
goes viral!

In these next few minutes, through the eyes of 'NewsCor! 
News', we get a picture of your 'not so far in the future' 
world. A world in which 'sponsorship', 'news-spin' 
'corruption' and 'hype' have gone mad. Some things are 
familiar. Some things have changed almost beyond belief. The 
only thing certain about those great British institutions; 
the Media and the Corner-Shop, is that nothing will ever be 
quite the same again!

'NewsCor!News' is a tongue in cheek satire with bite (and 
lots and lots of knob gags). Its programmes, channels, and 
adverts reflecting the news, views and crazy aspirations of 
an island nation slicing its way into The Media Millennium 
with a knife forged of lard.



Over the six episodes we'll get to know and love various 
characters such as 'Jack Bull' & ‘Jill Heffer’; popular 
'Anchors' for the award winning prime-time news and current 
affairs programme: 'WNCN' ('World NewsCor! News') whose main 
sponsors change faster than the weather...  and talking of 
weather: tune in to the 'Whether Girl' from the 'Whether Or 
Not To Go Out' Channel, whose catch-phrase is "...better just 
stay in!".

Why not join in the latest 'telly trend' and order the new 
'Peepers' set-top-box with free* subscription to 'The Peepers 
Channel'.

Yes, on top of your telly you could be looking at the new, 
free*, set-top-box. It's a new free* 'PEEPERS' set-top-box. 
It's the only way you can receive the new free* 'PEEPERS' 
Channel. The new free* 'PEEPERS' Channel has no programmes, 
so why have it? Well, you see, built-in to the front of every 
new free* 'PEEPERS' set-top-box is a small HD digital camera.

*Initial One-Off Payment Required - Conditions Apply.

No wonder you’ll be tempted to over-indulge in the nations 
favourite tipple: the beer that everybody’s drinking: 'Perez 
de Cuella’ Bier - brewed on Tyneside for that continental 
taste'.

All in all it's a different planet... especially in Episode 
3, where Earth receives a message from Outer Space. 

It's all covered... and more, in 'NewsCor! News’. Oh, forgot 
to mention: better set the DVD for Episode 6 - you wouldn't 
want to miss the End of the World now... would you?

Logline Ideas:

Bull meets Heffer in China Shop Shock! - something is going 
to break.

NewsCor! News - Two kinds of Bull, one kind of Heffer - Well, 
kind of.

Just when you thought that Rupert Murdock was a total 
bastard?
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SCRIPT:

A sample episode is available from:

Anvil Springstien
45 Jesmond Park West
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE7 7BX

0788 504 7856

or by email at:

anvil@anvilspringstien.co.uk

Note:

Please note: ‘NewsCor! News’ intends to have a heavy element 
of topicality so 'News' sketches, in ‘World NewsCor! News’, 
which provide both spine and continuity, will be re-written 
to maintain topicality, with 'PEEPERS' sketches providing 
instant unsolicited reaction from good old 'Joe Viewer'.

Remarks, kind or otherwise, gratefully welcome.

Anvil Springstien.
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Addendum:

NewsCor! News is a new six-part sketch-show based on a stand-
alone one-hour comedy drama ‘tease’ entitled: ‘NewsCor!’:

TITLE: ‘NewsCor!’.

TYPE: COMEDY DRAMA / SKETCH SHOW TEASE.

DURATION: 1 HOUR.

SYNOPSIS:

A stand-alone 1 hour comedy drama / sketch show tease written 
by Anvil Springstien.

A brief synopsis of ‘NewsCor!’ can be found at:

http://www.anvilspringstien.co.uk/NewsCorSynopsis.pdf

or by contacting:

Anvil Springstien
45 Jesmond Park West
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE7 7BX

Phone:

0788 504 7856

Email:

anvil@anvilspringstien.co.uk

Other work by Anvil Springstien can be found at:

http://www.anvilspringstien.co.uk
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